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Questionnaire Design in Attitude and Opinion
Research:
Current State of an Art
Petra Lietz*
Jacobs-University Bremen gGmbH

The world is full of well-meaning people who believe that anyone who
can write plain English and has a modicum of common sense can
produce a good questionnaire. This book is not for them.
Oppenheim (1966) - Preface to the first edition of Questionnaire design
and attitude measurement.

1. Introduction
One of the components of the work schedule for the research group FOR655
"Prioritizing in medicine: A theoretical and empirical analysis in consideration of the
public health insurance system" is to design and administer a questionnaire to a
nationally representative probability sample of the German adult population in order to
obtain information regarding the attitudes and opinions of Germans towards prioritizing
services and treatments in medicine and to examine factors that influence those attitudes
and opinions. In order to inform this process, the current paper is a review of research
into various aspects of questionnaire design with particular emphasis on question
wording and question order as well as on a number of issues concerning response scales,
such as the number of response options, the labeling of response options and the
desirability or otherwise of including a ‘don’t know’ option.
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What this paper explicitly does not address are potential effects of different means of
questionnaire administration on responses obtained from participants. In the project, the
decision has been taken to administer the questionnaire in a computer assisted face-toface interview (CAPI) situation as this is the highest standard of interview practice in
survey research (ADM, 1999). Thus, research regarding the possible effects on the
quality of responses and the quality of the obtained sample as a result of different means
of questionnaire administration, such as face-to-face, mail, online or telephone
administration or of interviewer characteristics such as age, gender or ethnicity are not
covered in this paper.

Questions
The following interchange might serve to illustrate the importance of question wording
and its relationship to the responses obtained:
“Two priests, a Dominican and a Jesuit, are discussing whether it is a sin to smoke and
pray at the same time. After failing to reach a conclusion, each goes off to consult his
respective superior. The next week, they meet again.
Dominican: „Well what did your superior say”?
Jesuit: „He said it was all right”.
Dominican: „My superior says it was a sin”.
Jesuit: „What did you ask him”?
Dominican: „I asked him if it was all right to smoke while praying”.
Jesuit: „Oh! I asked my superior if it was all right to pray while smoking”.
Sudman, S., & Bradburn, N.M. (1989, p.8)
The traditional survey model (Foddy, 1993) considers a survey as a complex
communication process. First, agreement has to be reached as to what to ask within a
framework or model encompassing the research questions and hypotheses to be
addressed and tested by the information obtained from the study. Second, researchers or
interviewers encode their request for information in a carefully standardized physical
stimulus, the question at the beginning of the process. Respondents subsequently decode
this stimulus and encode an answer which is usually expressed in terms of a
standardized format which was previously encoded by the researcher. Finally, the
researchers or interviewers decode this response and proceed to analyzing the
information and drawing some form of conclusion from the analyses. This
conceptualization of a survey as a communication process by Foddy (1993) and others
(e.g. Cannell, Miller & Oksenberg, 1981; Tourangeau, Rips & Rasinski, 2000) not only
focuses on its actors and their actions but also draws attention to all the points in the
process where problems in or even break-downs of communication can occur. Hence, in
this paper, consideration is given first to questions and the various possibilities of their
encoding and decoding, followed by a discussion of issues involved in the encoding and
decoding of responses.
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Questions
Brace (2004) has emphasized the importance of question encoding to the success of the
communication process, particularly in market research, which has to be able to
successfully tune into the language of respondents that are diverse in terms of gender,
age as well as level of education, occupation and income. Therefore, the research
reported below is focused on best practice as regards question length, question wording
and question order in order to avoid negative impact on sample quality due to nonresponse – which has been shown to increase over time (deLeeuw & deHeer 2002) - or
on data accuracy due to respondents’ misinterpretation of or deliberate lying in answer
to questions. It should be kept in mind that good practice in terms of these issues is of
particular importance in international research as it assists in reducing the impact of
difference in culture and language on survey results (Brislin 1986; Smith 2003)

Question length
The general advice is to keep questions or statements as short as possible (Dillmann
2000; Fink 2003; Foddy 1993) with a maximum number of 16 (Brislin 1986) to 20
(Oppenheim 1992) words per sentence whereby questions can consist of more than one
sentence.
In addition, Blair et al. (1977) and Andrews (1984) report increased data quality if
questions or groups of questions concerning the same topic are preceded by a mediumlength introduction (16 to 64 words, Andrews 1984; 30 words, Blair 1977). According to
evidence reported by Oksenberg and Cannell (1977, p. 342) and Jabine (1989),
somewhat longer questions lead to more accurate reporting as they may convey the idea
that the task is important and deserves serious effort.

Grammar
Brislin (1986) as well as Dillman (2000) argue to keep the grammatical complexities to
a minimum. Thus, questions should employ the active rather than the passive voice,
repeat nouns instead of using pronouns and avoid possessive forms in order minimize
the cognitive demands on respondents order to free up mental capacity to think about
their response.

Specificity and simplicity
Another means of reducing the cognitive load on respondents stems from using specific
rather than general terms (Brislin 1986; Dillmann 2000), breaking down more complex
questions into simpler ones (Jobe & Mingay 1989) and avoiding words that indicate
vagueness, such as “probably”, “maybe”, or “perhaps” (Brislin 1986; Dillmann 2000).
Belson (1981) and Foddy (1993) also advise against the use of hypothetical questions
concerning respondents' future behaviours. Instead, they recommend the use of vignettes
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or alternative scenarios when seeking reactions to issues that are outside the realm of the
past or present.
Many studies (Oksenberg & Cannell 1977; Rockwood et al. 1997; Tourangeau et al.
2000) as well as the meta-analysis of Sudman and Bradburn (1974) show that the
invalidity of responses due to cognitive overload increases where recall of events is
involved that have occurred not in the immediate past (i.e. more than a week ago)
whereby the invalidity of responses depends on the importance of the event (e.g. visit to
the GP vs. hospitalization; minor vs. major house repairs).

Social desirability (SD)
The merit of simplicity in question wording is emphasized by Foddy (1993) who labels
the undesired off-putting effect of poorly worded questions on respondents “question
threat”. He adds that the use of difficult vocabulary either in questions or instructions
leads to respondents feeling stupid or uneducated and increases the probability of
obtaining “don’t know” or socially desirable responses. Socially desirable responses can
lead to answers that inaccurately reflect respondents’ actual behaviours in a number of
ways. First, respondents might choose to select a certain position that is thought to be
one that is favoured by society (e.g. not to smoke or drink, to do exercise). As a
consequence, particularly in medical research, people tend to underreport unhealthy
lifestyle practices and over-report healthy ones (Brace 2004). Second, because of the
social prestige which is attached to the act of uttering an opinion and the corresponding
negative evaluation associated with the lack thereof (Leverkus-Brüning 1966)
respondents think that they should be informed about certain issues (e.g. the EU
constitution, climate change) and give responses conveying this impression instead of
admitting ignorance. Third, Foddy (1993) states fear of being identified or revealing
details about the private sphere or facts that are considered embarrassing, such as
medical diagnoses of mental or genital diseases (Oksenberg & Cannell 1977) as reasons
for respondents’ giving socially desirable responses. It is mainly the first two aspects
that are subsumed in Holtgraves’ (2004 p. 161) definition of social desirability which
“refers to a tendency to respond in self-report items in a manner that makes the
respondent look good rather than to respond in an accurate and truthful manner”.
In order to reduce respondents’ propensity to give socially desirable answers especially
on sensitive issues such as adultery, crime or drug use, Brace (2004), suggests indirect
questioning, such as “What do you believe other people think about…” whereby the
assumption is that respondents will more easily admit to views or behaviours that they
think are not shared by the larger society by projecting their own views onto others. Or,
if the issue involves knowledge that the respondent might not have, a phrasing such as
“Have you had time yet to familiarize yourself with the new (EU) Constitution?” might
facilitate the respondent’s acknowledgement of his/her ignorance in this matter.
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Another means of reducing respondents’ propensity to give socially desirable answers is
the use of the introductory phrase “Do you happen to know...” as Brace (2004) argues
that this phrase allows respondents to think a bit longer in order to retrieve any
knowledge they might have regarding the topic. Another beneficial aspect of this phrase
is put forward by Bradburn, Sudman and Wansink (2004) who suggest this question
wording in order to signal to participants with less firm attitudes or information bases
that it is acceptable to volunteer a “don’t know” response.
Other suggestions to reduce social desirability frequently include that questions (a) are
worded as neutrally as possible, (b) propose values on a certain topic not only in one but
different directions and (c) suggest the normalcy of socially deviant behaviour (Bortz &
Döring 2003; Brace 2004; Oppenheim 1992; Scholl 2003). Diekmann (2003), however,
has reported limited effects of such measures.
In addition, a number of instruments (e.g. the Edwards Social Desirability Scale
Edwards 1957; the Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR) Paulhus 1984;
Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale (MCDS), Crowne and Marlowe 1960) has
been developed to measure SD in order to control for this tendency in subsequent
analyses (Diekmann 2003; Seitz 1977). However, as much research has reported
questionable validity and reliability (Leite & Beretvas 2005; Moorman & Podsakoff;
1992; Paulhus & Van Selst 1990; Paulhus 1991) for these instruments it seems that,
although not much research has been done to test empirically the differences in SD that
are likely to exist between countries (Stocké & Hunkler 2007), the proposed question
wordings that are aimed at reducing the tendency to give socially desirable answers are
preferable to the use of measures of social desirability that have questionable
psychometric properties and would increase considerably the length of a questionnaire.

Double-barrelled questions
A number of authors recommend to avoid the ambiguity of so-called “double-barrelled”
questions or statements that contain two different verbs or two different concepts. More
specifically, Brislin (1986) mentions the use of two verbs in one question as being
detrimental to the obtaining of accurate responses while Brace (2004), Fink (2003),
Fowler (1992) and van der Zouwen (2000) extend it to the use of two concepts in one
question. For example, the question “Do you have time to read the newspaper every
day?” contains two aspects, namely ‘having the time’ and ‘reading the paper every day’,
which is why the question “Do you read the newspaper every day?” followed by a
question about reasons if this is (not) the case will be clearer. This question also
illustrates that questionnaire designers have to be clear what it is that they want to obtain
information on. At the start, the questionnaire designer might not have realized that the
question contained two aspects, namely the behaviour and the reason for the behaviour.
On a somewhat different aspect of double-barrelledness, a question such as “Should
older people who smoke pay some of the costs related to a potential lung-cancer
treatment themselves?” leaves open who the reference group is: Older people who do
not smoke? Younger people who smoke? Younger people who do not smoke?
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Negatively worded questions
The general advice is against the inclusion of negatively worded questions or statements
(Belson 1981; Foddy 1993) as they have been found to take longer to process (Wason
1959; Weems et al. 2002) and have a greater likelihood of respondents to make mistakes
(Dudycha & Carpenter 1973; Eifermann 1961), hence introducing an artificial methods
effect into the response behaviour (DiStefano & Motl 2006). Foddy (1993) argues that
this is particularly the case when the word “no/not” is used together with words that
have a negative meaning. Thus, he suggests that the question “What is your view about
the statement that conservationists should not be so uncooperative with the government”
should be rephrased into “What is your view about the statement that conservationists
should cooperate with the government” so that respondents do not have to go through a
tiring process in order to deduce the meaning of the question. In addition, he emphasizes
how quickly a question can turn into a double negative when taken together with the
answer options, as is the case when respondents are asked to agree or disagree with the
statement “Teachers should not be required to supervise students in the halls.”
O’Muircheartaigh et al. (2000, p. 22) confirmed the undesirability of negatively worded
items as their analyses showed these to be less reliable than positively worded items.
This evidence supports the notion that the introduction of negatively worded items into
an item battery in order to balance it “introduces greater random error” although there is
some evidence that this may not be the case of sophisticated item response techniques
are used in the development of the scale (Bergstrom & Lunz 1998). An interesting aside
in this context is the finding that more people are willing to respond “no” to “allowing”
something (e.g. x-rated movies, cigarette advertisements) than to respond “yes” to
“forbidding” it (Schumann & Presser 1977, 1978; Hippler & Schwarz 1986).

Adverbs of frequency
Another recommendation for clear question wording concerns the use of adverbs that
indicate frequency. In an early study, Simpson (1944) asked people for 20 frequency
adverbs to indicate the percentage of time this word meant that something occurred. He
found the largest agreement for the terms “never” (0-2% of the time), “almost never” (35% of the time), “about as often as not” (48-50% of the time) “always” (98-100% of the
time) and the largest difference in interpretation for the terms “frequently” (40-80% of
the time) and “rather often” (45-80% of the time). Moreover, he found no frequency
terms that were interpreted by people to indicate occurrences of between 20 and 50 per
cent of the time. Similarly, Liechtenstein and Newman (1967) reported the smallest
range in interpretation for the “middle-of-the–frequency-road” term “tossup” (45-52%)
and the largest range in interpretation for the terms “predictable”, “probable” and
“possible” (all from 1-99%).
Since then, a general consensus has emerged that “frequently”, “usually”, and
“regularly” have quite different meanings for different respondents and depending on the
question content (Bradburn & Miles 1979; in Krumpal et al. 2008) as well as on the
numeric values assigned if these terms are used as labels of a response scale (Schwarz,
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Grayson & Knäuper 1998). To highlight this, Foddy (1993, p. 43) reported 445
interpretations of the word “usually” as the meaning assigned to the word varied
depending on, for example, the type of activity or who was asked about the activity.
One solution to this problem is to offer participants more specific quantifiers in the
response options. Therefore, “never or almost never”, “once or twice a month”, “once or
twice a week” and “always or almost always” are used as response options to many of
the questions asked in background questionnaires addressed at teachers and principals as
part of internationally comparative studies in education (e.g. Mullis et al. 2007). In
addition, as suggested by Bradburn and Sudman (1979), questions aimed at obtaining
information regarding frequency of behaviour should include numeric reference points
for a specified time period. Thus, a question about watching television should be worded
“How many hours do you watch TV on a week-day (excluding week-ends)?” with
response options such as “< 0.5 hours”, “0.5 hours to < 1 hour”, “1 hour to < 1.5 hours”,
“1.5 hours to < 2 hours”, “2 hours to < 2.5 hours”, “>2.5 hours”. Of course, this requires
accurate knowledge about the question topic to enable the appropriate specification of
the time period in the question (Dillman 2000; Fink 2003) and the response categories
offered as answers (Gaskell et al. 1994; Schwartz et al. 1985).

Question order
Question order effects arise when answering behaviour changes depending on the
position of a question during the interview (Schumann & Presser 1996). They are
problematic in that they not only threaten the validity of the results but also the
generalizability of results to the population about which conclusions are sought to be
drawn. Types of question order effects include effects of part-whole combinations, partpart combinations and salience.
Question order effects of part-whole combinations occur where one question is more
general with respect to a certain concept while the other is more specific. Examples are
questions about respondents’ state of happiness in general and their happiness in
marriage or respondents’ views on abortion in general and on abortion for specific
reasons. Systematic research into this issue has been inconclusive as regards the
answering behaviour in response to specific questions. For the general question,
however, results tend to show that the general question is more appropriately placed
before the specific question. This is argued to be due to the fact that the specific question
takes a certain aspect out of the concept (e.g. marital happiness from general happiness
or severe disability for the concept of abortion) which, then, is removed in the
respondents’ mind if the general question is asked after the specific question (Schumann
& Presser 1996).
Question order effects of part-part combinations arise where questions are asked at the
same level of specificity and respondents adapt their answers as a result of normative
consistency. Thus, in two questions on (a) whether or not US American reporters should
be allowed into what was then the Soviet Union and (b) whether or not reporters from
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the Soviet Union should be allowed to enter the USA, Schumann and Presser (1996)
found agreement with the second question to be significantly greater if (a) preceded (b)
than if (b) was asked before (a). The authors reported similar results for questions
regarding allowing US citizens to join the British, French or German armies and vice
versa in that agreement to allow foreigners into the US army was far higher if this
question was asked second. Counter-evidence, however, emerged for experiments
regarding the extent to which people thought lawyers or doctors served the public good
as well as a question where respondents were asked for their self-placement into a social
class before and after questions regarding their education and occupation. In neither case
did a question order effect emerge. Thus, it appears that it depends on the topic as to
whether or not question order effects arise for part-part combinations.
Question order effects as a result of salience are said to occur when response behaviour
changes as a result of a topic having been raised as part of the questioning process,
hence conveying importance of that topic to respondents (Schumann & Presser 1996).
Gaskell et al. (1994) found that between 9 and 13 per cent more respondents reported
annoyance with adverts and feeling unsafe if previous questions in the survey had
touched on these topics.
Demographic questions about respondents such as age, education, income and marital
status should come at the end of the questionnaire rather than at the beginning in order to
avoid negative feelings about the provision of personal information impacting on the
answering behaviour or participation (Converse & Presser 1986; Oppenheim 1992).

Responses
The second main area for discussion in the survey communication framework revolves
around the responses that are given to answer questions. Here, the relevant issues pertain
to the standardized format or response stimuli in the form of response categories or
scales generated on the part of the researcher as well as the process of encoding on the
part of the respondent.

Don’t know option
Probably the first central issue that needs to be addressed on the part of the researcher is
whether all respondents should answer all questions or whether those respondents with
little or no knowledge should be filtered out and not be asked certain question. A related
issue is - in the context of a standardized interview that is conducted in person - either
face-to-face or by telephone - whether response scales should offer a “don’t know” (DK)
option either explicitly or record it only when it is volunteered. To investigate this issue,
Schumann and Presser (1996) conducted 19 experiments that compared responses to
questions on US foreign affairs, courts, governments, and leadership with and without an
explicitly offered DK option. They found that the percentage of respondents choosing
DK increased by between 22 and 25 percent which was in line with findings reported by
Trometer (1996). This difference in percentages held regardless of the familiarity of
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respondents with the question topic as, for example, a question regarding the Portuguese
government with which respondents were less familiar increased by from 63.2 per cent
to 87.9 per cent whereas the DK proportion in response to a question regarding the US
American government increased by about the same amount from 15.2 to 37.6 per cent.
Looking at it in a different way, about one fifth of respondents shifted from the DK
option to a substantive response option (i.e. “agree” or “disagree”) if the DK option was
not explicitly offered.
To examine whether or not the explicit offering of a DK option altered the distributions
for the substantive response categories, Schumann and Presser (1996) compared the
proportions of respondents choosing the agree and disagree options after omitting the
respondents who chose the DK option in the two response types. Results indicated a
large significant difference regarding respondents’ choice of substantive response
options for only one of the 19 experiments.

Opinion floating
Schumann and Presser (1996, p. 118) label people who give a substantive response when
the DK is not offered but who choose this option when it is offered floaters as these
people seem to vary their responses depending on the response options on offer. To
investigate the extent to which these may systematically differ from other respondents,
the authors conducted further experiments. Their results showed that while, in general,
less educated respondents tended to give more DK responses than more educated
respondents, it was the latter group for which a higher percentage of DK was recorded
when the question topic had virtually not been covered in the media. The authors argued
that this showed that, for topics that were generally less widely known, more educated
respondents were willing to admit ignorance whereas less educated respondents used
information given by the question to develop a substantive response. The authors (1996,
p. 160) concluded “whether filtered or standard questions should be used in a
questionnaire would seem to depend on whether an investigator is interested mainly in
an “informed opinion” on an issue or mainly in underlying disposition”.

Opinion filtering
A more explicit way of filtering out respondents is to ask questions such as “Do you
have an opinion on this or not?” or “Have you been interested enough to favour one side
over the other?” While such questions are advocated by some as a means of excluding
anyone who is “ignorant” on a particular issue, two things have to be kept in mind. First,
respondent’s self-identification as being “ignorant’ might vary systematically as a
consequence of question topic as well as respondents’ characteristics such as gender and
age. Second, a serious consequence of filtering out respondents is the impact on the
representativeness of the sample, in particular where stronger filter questions are used
(e.g. “Have you already thought sufficiently about XYZ so that you could form an
opinion” instead of “Do you have an opinion on XYZ?”) that lead to the overestimation
of people without an opinion (Hippler Schwarz & Sudman 1987). A commonly used
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rule-of-thumb in survey research (Martin Mullis Kennedy 2007) is to consider a sample
as being not representative of the intended target population if information is obtained
from less than 80% of originally selected participants.
Bishop et al. (1979) tested the hypothesis that filtering out respondents through specific
questions did not make a difference to the magnitude of the correlations between attitude
items. To this end, they examined responses to five studies of US American adults with
comparable sample compositions in terms of age, gender, race and education.
Correlational analyses between respondents’ attitudes towards government
responsibilities, legalization of marijuana and their self-reported location on the liberalconservative continuum showed higher correlations when filtering questions were
applied. The authors argued that this evidence supported their “non-attitude hypothesis”
according to which higher correlations should emerge between political attitude items
with a prior filter than for items without a prior filter since the former would exclude
respondents without firm attitudes.
Evidence that runs counter to the hypothesis that less well-informed people have no
attitudes on certain issues stems from such people being consistent in their response
behaviour over time. Moreover, for the group of people with non-attitudes it could be
anticipated that half of them would favour an issue and the other half would oppose an
issue. However, in an experiment involving questions that asked about issues to which
the general public was known to have had little, if any, exposure Schumann and Presser
(1996) found that this was not the case. This substantiated the earlier assumption by
Allport (1935, as cited in Schumann & Presser 1996) that people used their general
attitudes to guide them in the evaluation of questions with unfamiliar content. The
experiments also provided supportive evidence for this assumption in that substantive
responses to less well-known issues were related in a systematic way to other items that
asked about similar issues but whose content was more widely known. This combined
evidence led the authors to conclude “the evidence […] narrows, if indeed it does not
eliminate, the conceptual distinction between attitudes and non-attitudes” (Schumann &
Presser 1996).

Number of response scale options
A number of authors (Brace 2004; Dillman 2000; Fink 2003; Mayer 2002) report that
between five-point and seven-point scale response options are the most commonly used.
The seven-point scale has been shown to be more reliable (Cronbach 1951) as it allows
for greater differentiation of responses than the five-point scale (Alwin 1992; Finn 1972;
Masters 1974) while not artificially increasing differentiation (Cox 1980; Porst 2000;
Schwarz & Hippler 1991), as might be the case where more scale points are offered.
Other authors also report evidence that supports the use of longer response scales.
Rodgers et al. (1992) who investigated the effect of scale length from two to ten
response options found that the expected value of the validity coefficient increased by
about 0.04 for each additional response option while Matell & Jacoby (1971) found no
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such linear increase when comparing concurrent validity coefficients for scales with 2 to
19 response options. Alwin (1997) conducted a confirmatory factor analysis of concepts
being measured on seven-point scales (labelled “satisfied” “dissatisfied” and “delighted”
to “terrible”) compared to concepts being measured by a number of 11-point “feeling
thermometers”. Results indicated that 11-point scales had consistently higher reliability
and validity coefficients and lower invalidity coefficients.
Instead of relating the optimal length of response scales to the distribution of responses
Foddy (1993) relates it to the content of the question. Thus, Foddy argues that shorter
scales such five-point scales are preferable in situations where respondents are asked for
absolute judgments. In contrast, he considers longer scales such as seven- to nine-point
scales to be more appropriate in situations where more abstract judgments are sought
from respondents.

Odd or even number of response scale options
In addition to the question regarding the optimal number of response scale options, a
decision has to be made whether to offer respondents an even or an odd number of
response scale options. This implies a decision on whether or not to offer a - usually
neutral - “middle” option that allows respondents not to commit themselves to a
direction in their opinion or attitude.
Much research (Garland 1991; O’Muircheartaigh 2000; Kalton et al. 1980; Krosnick &
Helic 2000; Schumann and Presser 1996) has shown that a middle alternative attracts
between six and 23 per cent of respondents when it is offered, although, contrary to
popular belief, the tendency to choose a middle option is not generally depending on age,
education or gender (Kalton et al. 1980). O’Muircheartaigh et al. (2000) proceeded to
examine in detail the shift in response distribution that occurred as a result of the
inclusion or omission of the middle alternative. They found that the omission of the
middle alternative increased responses to the DK option only slightly by one to two per
cent. In addition, results showed a slightly higher increase for the weak agree/disagree
responses (8.5%) than for the more extreme agree/disagree responses (4.1%) if the
middle option was omitted. This latter result was also in line with the results of an
experiment by Schumann and Presser (1996) who found that the introduction of
moderate alternatives in a question about liberal-conservatism (i.e. “somewhat liberal”
and “somewhat conservative”) attracted more respondents from the middle alternative
than from the extreme response alternatives.
O’Muircheartaigh et al. (2000) also examined the “satisficing” hypothesis initially put
forward by Krosnick (1991). Krosnick (1991) hypothesizes that because many survey
participants are likely to have low motivation and may find the task of responding
difficult and exhausting they select the response alternative which involves the least
amount of thinking and justifying. One of the implications of the satisficing hypothesis
is the expectation that an omission of the middle alternative results in people “reporting
meaningful attitudes that they would otherwise not have bothered to describe”
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(O’Muircheartaigh et al. 2000, p. 20). Results of O’Muircheartaigh et al.’s (2000)
analysis, however, did not support this hypothesis. Instead, response scales without the
middle point had lower validity and higher random error variance, indicating that people
randomly chose other available response options when the middle option was not
available.
O’Muircheartaigh et al.’s (2000) analyses also revealed some insights into a
phenomenon called “acquiescence” (Lenski & Leggett 1960) which refers to the
tendency of respondents to agree with any statement regarding of its content, is the result
of satisficing. Their analyses confirmed other evidence that such an effect exists (Smith
2004) and highlighted that a two-factor model consisting of (a) the actual attitude
towards science and technology and (b) acquiescence was the model that fitted the data
best.

Labelling of response scale options
Decisions regarding the labelling of response scale options include whether to use
numbered scales that are unipolar (e.g. “On a scale from 0 to 10…”) or bipolar (e.g.
“Consider a scale from -5 to +5…”) or verbal scales (e.g. “agree, slightly agree, neither
agree nor disagree, slightly disagree, disagree” or “Would you say that you’re very
happy, pretty happy or not too happy these days?”) and whether to label all responses
options or only some of the response scale options.
Evidence from a number of studies (Fowler 1995; O’Muircheartaigh Gaskell and Wright
1995; Schwarz Knauper Hippler Noell-Neumann Clark 1991) have shown a greater
likelihood for respondents to choose positive ratings on the bipolar scale than ratings of
greater than five on the unipolar response scale. This finding held for topics as different
as the entertainment value of movies and TV to general life satisfaction.
O’Muircheartaigh et al. (1995) further investigated the effect of differential response
scale labelling not only in terms of numbers but also verbal anchors. They reported that
the explicit mentioning of the verbal anchors made a difference to responses only to the
“0” to “10” scale in that the “0” response option was chosen whereas it was not selected
when the verbal anchors were not explicitly mentioned.
In a second experiment, O’Muircheartaigh et al. (1995) compared four combinations of
unipolar and bipolar numerical and verbal scales. First, they found that midpoint of both
numerical scales (i.e. -5 to +5 and 0-10) was chosen far more frequently (by about 30%
of respondents) for the bipolar verbal anchors (i.e. the advertising authority should be
given “much less power” and “given much more power”) than the unipolar verbal
anchors (i.e. not given any more power” and “given much more power” chosen by about
20% of respondents). Second, the lowest scale points (“0” and ”-5” respectively) were
chosen far more frequently if the verbal anchors were unipolar (16% and 15%
respectively) than when they were bipolar (7% and 6% respectively).
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A number of studies have investigated the verbal labelling of response scales tapping
into the “good-bad” continuum (Mosier 1941; Myers & Warner 1968; Vidali 1975;
Wildt & Mazis 1978). Results indicated that the words “disgusting”, “unsatisfactory”,
“neutral”, “desirable” and “excellent” produced normal distributions that overlapped
little whereas words such as “acceptable”, “important” and “indifferent” polarized
respondents. In addition, participants with very different backgrounds rated “fantastic”
and excellent (Mittelstaedt 1971; Myers & Warner 1968) to be the most positive
adjectives and “horrible” and “terrible” to be the most negative adjectives. Finally, for
the term “delightful”, respondents varied the least whereas the term “unacceptable”
respondents varied the most.
Other research has investigated the effects of so-called “multiplying adverbs” or
“intensifiers” (e.g. “slightly”, “rather” “extremely”) on response distributions. Thus,
Cliff (1959) asked respondents to rate the favourableness or otherwise of adjectives (e.g.
“respectable”, “mediocre”) with and without such adverbs. He found that “slightly” and
“somewhat” had the smallest intensifying effect, “very” and “extremely” had the largest
intensifying effect while “pretty” and “quite” were closest to the meaning of an adjective
without an intensifier. Similarly, Worcester and Burns (1975) found that adding
“slightly” to the two moderate points of a five-point agree-disagree scale decreased the
overlap of answers. O’Muircheartaigh et al. (1993) examined the effect of adding (a)
“really” to a question on the frequency of feeling annoyed by an advert on television, (b)
“very” to a question regarding the frequency of feeling unsafe around the neighbourhood
in which they live, and (c) “extreme” to a question on the frequency of experiencing
physical pain. While the effect on the distribution of responses for (a) and (b) was
negligible a significant shift in distribution occurred when “extreme” was added to the
question regarding physical pain. Indeed, only 38 per cent of respondents were aware
that an intensifier had been used in the question about television advertisements whereas
75 per cent of respondents were aware of the use of the word “extreme” in the question
regarding physical pain. This could, however, be a result of respondents assigning a
much higher intensity to “extremely” than “very” as was demonstrated by Bartram and
Yelding (1973).

Order of response options
Foddy (1993) has outlined a number of response options effects, including the primacy
and recency effect as well as the effects of shifting frames of reference. The primacy
effect refers to the assumption that respondents will select earlier alternatives more
frequently than later alternatives, especially when alternatives are presented on “show
cards”. The recency effect is said to apply when respondents select the later alternatives
and is thought to apply mainly when respondents only hear the alternatives. The
phenomenon of shifting frames of reference refers to the possibility that the selection of
an certain alternative depends on whether the “more favourable” alternatives are
presented earlier or later. Schumann and Presser (1996) examined these effects in detail
and found some evidence of a recency effect but only for unusual topics and long-
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winded questions as well as of a primacy effect for very long lists that include 16
alternatives.
Finally, while Fink (1995) asserts that the direction of the response options is negligible
in most situations, Bradburn et al. (2004) recommend to put those options first (i.e. on
the left) that convey less socially desirable responses to prevent respondents from
making a choice without having read all available options.

Conclusion
From the above review of research into questionnaire design, a number of
recommendations emerge:
Questions should be constructed to be as clear, simple, specific and relevant for the
study’s research aims as possible;
Questions should focus on current attitudes and very recent behaviour;
More general questions should precede more specific questions;
Vague quantifiers such as “frequently”, “usually”, and “regularly” should be avoided.
Instead, carefully pre-tested response options should specify the number of times per
appropriate period (e.g. day, week, month, year) of an event or behaviour;
A desirable Likert-type response scale length ranges from 5 to 8 response options;
The inclusion of a middle option increases the validity and reliability of a response scale
slightly;
The numerical scale should be unipolar with matching verbal labels as anchors at both
ends of the scale;
“Extremely” and “not at all” can serve as most effective verbal intensifiers;
All numeric labels should be shown to respondents;
Numeric and verbal anchors (=endpoints) should be mentioned explicitly;
A “don’t know” option should be recorded if volunteered whereby interview instructions
should be such that interviewers are not to encourage respondents to choose a
substantive response options if they hesitate;
Demographics questions should be put at the end of the questionnaire.
Of course, adherence to these recommendations for questionnaire design will only serve
to go some way in the development of a questionnaire that is of high quality. The next
step in the questionnaire design process will be the cognitive (e.g. Jobe & Mingay 1998;
Willis 2005) and quantitative piloting (e.g. Litwin 2003; DeVellis 2003; Presser & Blair
1994) of the questionnaire in order to allow for an evaluation in terms of its acceptance
and understanding by members of the intended target population and an analysis of the
psychometric properties (e.g. Andrich 1978; von der Linden & Hambleton 1997;
Nunnally & Bernstein 1994; Wright & Masters 1982) of its constituent questions and
scales.
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